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Purpose: To have SPEAK recognised as a valuable, preventative service  
in collective advocacy.  

This short report seeks to increase people’s understanding and awareness of SPEAK 
as a unique project led by young people with lived experience which: 

• Helps keep young people safe; 

• Enables increased participation and engagement of young people in shaping 
services which affect them;  

• Has a positive impact on young people’s health and wellbeing; 

• Helps with the prevention of crisis. 

Background 

SPEAK stands for: Stigma Prevention through Education Advocacy and Knowledge.  
We were formed in February 2014 as part of SPIRIT Advocacy and work with young 
people between the ages of 11 and 25, who are passionate about, or affected by 
mental health and the social and other issues which surround it. 

Since 2013, we have worked in thirteen Highland secondary schools: 

• Invergordon academy 
• Alness Academy 
• Tain Academy  
• Ullapool High School 
• Glen Urquhart High school 
• Lochaber High School 
• Portree High School 
• Grantown Grammar 
• Nairn Academy  
• Inverness Royal Academy, Inverness High School and Charleston Academy 
• And Dornoch Academy  

…as well as working with several of the Youth Clubs and Youth Development 
workers in these areas.  

 



SPEAK is a member of the Voluntary Youth Network, allowing us to work as part of 
a wider network offering specialist services in universal settings. Since starting,  
we have reached more than 1,000 young people with our awareness-raising 
sessions, helping us reduce the huge mental health-related stigma and 
discrimination that young people face.  

Young people’s involvement in strategy 
• SPEAK is made up of a range of young people – with different and diverse 

lived experiences – from all areas of Highland; 

• We now have three young people who sit on the SPIRIT Advocacy board as 
directors;  

• SPEAK runs Advisory Group meetings every 2-3 months; 

• With SPIRIT and the Robertson Trust, we are developing several area groups 
in Highland, soon due to expand, in collaboration with the Voluntary Youth 
Network (VYN) and a vision for nine Youth Hubs across the area.  

Delivery and evidenced outcomes (12 months) 

1. Peer support for young people with lived experience 

• We have had four Advisory Group sessions over the last year, with more than 
twenty young people attending each. As well as the young people helping to 
guide the work SPEAK does, these meetings are a great opportunity for them 
to experience peer support with others in similar situations;  

• We have established excellent relationships with a number of youth workers 
and partner organisations, e.g. Youth Highland, Highland Council’s CAMHS 
team, HCF, New Start, Connecting Young Carers, Tykes, HUG, Inclusion 
Scotland and the Mikey’s Line charity. We are in the process of linking young 
people into all of these projects and building relationships with young 
people who are involved with partner organisations.  

2. Youth-led information and educational sessions 

• We worked in partnership with the VYN and Crocus group to deliver 
workshops to 65 young people at a ‘transition week’ event at Dornoch 
Academy, themed around mental health and wellbeing. Our session was 
delivered by people with lived experience of mental ill health and looked at 
internal and external pressures on young people, personal testimony and  
Qs and As. 

• We delivered three awareness sessions to 30 young people at Alness Youth 
Group who were looking at keeping mentally well. A young person from our 
Advisory Group supported facilitation and took a leading role in this event. 
There was a lot of interest from young people in Alness in setting up a local 
SPEAK group.  



• We took seven members of the Advisory Group to the Youth Highland Peer 
Education residential event in November 2018. All participated in workshop 
sessions about developing peer education and took part in team-building 
exercises. They had the opportunity to meet other groups of young people 
who are taking the lead in developing projects. 

• We have delivered a training session to New Start staff around ‘mental 
health and wellbeing’ - and how to support young people. 

• We assisted Youth Highland to carry out a consultation with young people in 
schools in Wick, Alness, Inverness – and in youth clubs in Gairloch, Kyle of 
Lochalsh and Alness. Feedback shows that young people across Highland 
recognise the need for more preventative services and support around 
resilience in mental health. The need is greatest in the most rurally-isolated 
areas like Caithness and around Lochalsh. 

• We are currently doing a joint piece of work with CAMHS and HCF to 
develop a promotional leaflet which will let young people know what to 
expect from mental health services when in crisis. The project seeks to 
empower young people to know their rights and make challenges or 
complaints when appropriate. 

• We have worked with several groups of young people in Charleston Academy, 
Dornoch Academy, Portree High School and Lochaber High school who chose 
to represent SPEAK in their Youth Philanthropy Initiative (YPI) projects. 
Three out of the four school teams ‘won’ for us. Most the young people who 
took part are now Advisory Group members and have attended other events 
since.  

3. Work with decision makers to help change policy 

• The VYN is in negotiations with The Highland Council to ensure third sector            
and voluntary organisations are recognised as equal delivery partners in 
meeting the best outcomes for young people.  

• SPEAK’s work is recognised in the co-produced VYN Improvement Plan and is 
beginning to feature in local VYN delivery plans. 

• We are actively involved in the development of the VYN youth work 
improvement plan and have been regularly attending VYN meetings. 

• We have been representing the voluntary sector on the cross sector youth 
work strategy group. 

Evidence of impact - just one testimony 

“SPEAK has saved my life. It has given me confidence with my mental health 
and the services I use, and it has given me a voice when I never used to have 
one. It has made me see that I am not alone and there are other people in 
similar situations to me. I think that without SPEAK there would be a lot less 
teenagers getting the confidence they need to speak out. They would still feel 
alone and unable to do anything to get the help they need.” 



Partnership 

We know that we can do more if we work in collaboration with others:  

The Voluntary Youth Network (VYN) 

The Voluntary Youth Network was launched in January 2017. It is a network of 
more than 100 voluntary and third sector organisations who have come together in 
response to financial cuts to services, to co-produce an improvement plan for the 
delivery of services to young people. The VYN has identified the following three 
shared priorities: 

1. Improve mental health and wellbeing of young people.  

2. Access to a range of services and opportunities for young people.  

3. Increase engagement and participation of young people in local decision-
making.  

The plan is based around a shared aim – working together towards best outcomes 
for young people and specifies the following objectives: 

• Developing the national youth work outcome statements and implementing 
seven local priority areas for improvement. 

• Building stronger partnerships and the delivery of a co-produced youth work 
programme. 

• Increasing the diversity and range of services available to young people in       
Highland in response to national, regional and local priorities. 

• Emphasising the need for improved CPD and standards of workforce 
development to ensure improved outcomes for young people.  

• Recognising and responding to a population of diverse young people. 

The VYN improvement plan is based on delivery through area based Youth HUBs         
through which SPEAK can develop and expand local collective advocacy groups.  

Planning ahead 

We are already beginning to engage with clubs in the following areas and hoping 
that they will develop into area youth hubs: Wick or Thurso youth clubs in Caithness;
The Place and Fyrish in Alness (East Ross); Tain Youth Cafe (also East Ross); Clay 
Studio (Inverness); Lochalsh Youth Hub in partnership with SLCVO (Skye and 
Lochalsh); and Grantown-on-Spey YMCA (Badenoch and Strathspey). And we have 
established early links in Fort William (Lochaber); Sutherland, and at
Dingwall Youth Cafe (East Ross). Our next target is to engage in Nairn.
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